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Next Generation Remote
Device Support:

A New Spin on Today’s
Virtual Networks

By  D ave  B o u l o s

REMOTE DEVICE SUPPORT: THE CHALLENGE

Outsourcing, globalization, the mobile work place; today’s IT
departments must support technicians around the world in disparate
business sites, provide access to the company’s precious remote
devices, and determine the best option among a myriad of methods for
doing so—dial-up, frame relay, and VPN.

In order to thrive in today’s “do more with less environment,” enter-
prises look closely at a host of value-add services from Service
Management Organizations (SMOs) such as Managed Service
Providers (MSP) and Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM).

Equipment vendors and Value Added Resellers (VARs), realizing the
emergent need for these on-demand services, look to on-demand support
offerings as a means to increased profitability. An on-demand support
offering will enable vendors and VARs to regain some of the margin lost
due to reduced equipment costs, while simultaneously generating a new,
annuity-based revenue stream from customers post equipment sales.

In the highly competitive world of the MSP, a company’s success is
based on its ability to provide customers with a high-quality level of

support, while at the same time providing service in the most cost-
efficient manner available. To differentiate itself from the competition,
any MSP on-demand support offering must be truly on-demand in
terms of rapid deployment and proactive response, meeting established
Service level Agreements

The IT outsourcing trend has, in turn, placed tremendous pressure
on SMOs to develop a more efficient remote device support offering.
The SMOs must determine which method will best meet their needs for
connectivity between the network operations center (NOC) and the
environment at the customer’s location. Further, they must do this at a
low cost, without sacrificing security or service.

BEYOND THE CUSTOMER’S EDGE

The challenge to an SMO does not end at the transport media from
the NOC to the customer premise. Ongoing security concerns force
companies to build complex walls around their organization to avoid
possible attacks from outside parties. How can the SMO securely
reach the end target device that resides within this highly protected
network, (which can reside behind multiple layers of firewalls) while
still achieving their customer’s acceptable level of network access
and visibility?

The SMO needs to also account for the costs and resources associ-
ated with meeting its customers’ security policies, while at the same
time designing a method to reach the contracted target device. They
must provide the customer the assurance that network security is not
breached, and that the SMO only has visibility to specified devices
associated with its service offering.

A recent study by CompTIA showed that human error continues to
be the primary cause of information security breaches, and that 84% of
900 organizations surveyed blamed human error for security viola-
tions. Of these 900 companies 8% claim that security breaches caused
them harm resulting in loss of confidential information or interruption
to business operations. Since security is such a high priority today,
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SMOs must provide a form of assurance to customers that their service
offering will not compromise security levels, and that an automated and
audited process will be implemented to guarantee compliance with a
customer’s internal security policy.

Along with internal company policy, federal regulations mandate
that companies provide an audit trail to the information that is passed
within, or external to, an organization. Regulations such as Sarbanes-
Oxley and HIPAA must be abided to by the organization. These
requirements now become a factor in a support service offering as the
companies will be required to force the SMO to comply with any such
regulation. Such compliance will include providing auditable informa-
tion as to who, where, what, and when remote access to equipment was
performed by a third-party.

Therefore, the SMO needs a solution that addresses all the elements
of remote connectivity. These elements include: how to get to the cus-
tomer, how to get to the target, and how to meet customer and external
security requirements.

HOW TO GET THERE?

Service Managers need to examine the support methods currently
available to them.

� On-Site
� Remote Labor (Service calls)
� Dial-up
� Private line or Frame Relay
� VPN

All of these options carry with them a set of pros and cons and should
be examined to determine whether they will meet the SMO’s needs (as
well as the customers’ needs) in each of the following five areas.

� Acceptable service levels
� Ubiquitous access to all their customer’s locations
� Rapid and scalable deployment
� Costs of on-going maintenance of the network
� Meet customer security requirements

ON-SITE

In today’s “wired” era of remote connectivity, over half the dollars
spent for support services are still with on-site labor. A recent IDC
report indicates that in 2003 $6.7 billion was spent for on-site support
service. The reason for this is based on time and security. In the event
of trouble, reaction time is typically low because the necessary
resource is local and problems can be addressed immediately.

In terms of security, the on-site support is seen as a “trusted”
resource. Therefore, there is little concern because the individual or
group has been previously granted access rights. Additionally, with
somebody on site, there is no “open door” to the outside world where
untrusted parties may be granted access. However, on-site is not with-
out security risk as many security policies are only as strong as those
managing and abiding by them.

Cost also is a problem that arises with on-site support. The majority
of the cost involved in providing on-site service is resource-related, and
margin from a support services organization will be heavily burdened
due to the resources available are limited to only the particular site that

they are responsible for, thus making them unavailable across other
customers needs.

REMOTE LABOR (SERVICE CALLS)

In situations where on-site resources are not feasible, many support
organizations rely on the service call approach when troubles surface.
Service calls provide cost-saving benefits over on-site, since they are
performed on an as-needed basis, versus a fulltime resource. However,
service calls can become costly when a problem necessitates the
deployment of resources and equipment to a customer site. This not
only introduces the cost of truck rolls, but response time is also affected
depending on the logistics of the customer location.

Although remote labor does provide a level of security similar to on-site
where the personnel are only allowed in if physical access is approved,
there is still the concern of third-party individuals’ ability to access a
customer location, especially after-hours, or with maintaining access
information even upon their departure from the service organization.

DIAL-UP

Using dial-up the SMO can offer support service remotely. While
many consider dial-up to be an outdated method of remote access, it
does provide benefits to remote managed services in that it provides
users the ability to leverage the ubiquity of the Public Switched
Telephone Network (PSTN) and therefore connect from anywhere.
Additional advantages are the low cost of modem equipment (in some
cases embedded in the actual network device), as well as the ability to
quickly deploy without the need for highly skilled labor, ultimately
resulting in a low cost of ownership for a remote support solution.

However, the disadvantages of a dialup can outweigh the advantages.
Consider the following points.

� Bandwidth—limits the troubleshooting tools and applications at
the SMO’s disposal

� Security—open to outside influences upon gaining the phone
number of the modem

� Scale—typically limited to one-to-one relationship of device to
analog line

� Cost—faced with monthly recurring cost per line burden to margin
� Polling time—serial information retrieval in large customer base

can result in longer reaction and downtime

PRIVATE LINE OR FRAME RELAY

Leased lines and frame relay provide greater benefits to an SMO
than dial-up with the advantage of the more secure point-to-point
connection between the support center and the remote site, and the
scalability to support multiple devices per line/site.

The biggest limitation of dedicated lines is that they are not built on
a ubiquitous architecture and therefore, require fixed end points
between the customer and the NOC. This architecture greatly impacts
the ability for an SMO to rapidly deploy a solution because they are
dependent on the local service provider to install the line or Private
Virtual Connections (PVC) between locations. This delay in service
turn-up directly impacts an SMO’s service offering revenue as it delays
ROI. The use of a dedicated line approach can also exceed the cost of
dial-up by a factor of 20, depending on bandwidth.
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VPNS

The greatest asset of VPNs is the ability to use the Internet as a trans-
port method. This approach provides all of the benefits of dial-up and
private line/frame relay, while eliminating many of their limitations.
This is the primary reason that VPNs are most often brought up as the
best alternative to dedicated methods. However, VPNs also have their
own disadvantages. The most pressing is that establishing VPN con-
nections requires skilled expertise for initial installation and ongoing
maintenance on both sides of the connection.

The VPN also poses a security risk for the customer. Given that
the VPN typically ends at the access point to the customer network,
visibility to all devices on the customer LAN are now available to a
third-party. The resulting need is to provide highly-skilled expertise
and coordination to limit access via Access Control Lists, Routing
Tables and other manual restrictive measures, on both sides of the
connection which require constant update with any changes per-
formed to the network. It is for these reasons that VPNs, although
they are a proven technology, only account for, by IDC’s estimate,
approximately $250m of the total $12 billion dollars spent for
remote support.

NEXT-GENERATION MANAGED SERVICES VIA
VIRTUAL SERVICE INFRASTRUCTURE (VSI)

Virtual Service Infrastructure is the ability to utilize the Internet as a
secure backbone for network connectivity, logically extending the
physical reach of the SMO’s existing network beyond its NOC by
expanding the footprint of the network. It does this by removing geo-
graphical, physical, and technical boundaries between the NOC and
those remote sites it supports, as seen in FIGURE 1. Via the Internet,
SMO’s have at their disposal a ubiquitous and rapidly-deployable net-
work to reach customer sites, thus creating a secure virtual LAN that
behaves as if all devices were located at the same facility.

This virtualization of the network expands beyond the customer’s
transport demarcation point by removing all of the complexity and con-
siderations in security associated with the provisioning required at a
remote location. This includes all of the tasks involved in allowing an
untrusted entity to gain access into trusted networks. This includes
dynamic orchestral distribution of the rules and policies associated with
allowing secure visibility and access to the target devices, while at the
same time eliminating the chances of security breaches due to human
error in setup, and uncompleted removal. In addition to eliminating these
complex steps, a VSI assures that the information being transported from
the customer’s device to the NOC is done so in a highly-secure and
auditable method, assuring compliance to customer and government
requirements.

Using a VSI, SMOs can have a seamless method to meet its diverse
customer base in terms of both scale and service-level requirements.
Whether an SMO’s offering is a monitor-only service level or a full,
turnkey offering that includes device troubleshooting, a VSI provides
the means for NOC personnel to leverage existing network support
applications to achieve proactive support services with the bandwidth
and security required between the NOC and the customer’s targeted
network element. This is all performed on-demand without impacting
the customer’s resources or corporate security resulting in a lower Total
Cost of Ownership (TCO) and improved customer satisfaction.

VSI TRANSPORT EFFICIENCY

Any on-demand service offering needs to take into account the upfront
costs associated with building the support infrastructure, as well as the per-
site costs associated with delivering the service. Non internet-based options
introduce a cadre of additional costs. Any non Internet-based option will
contain a point-to-point based topology. This is simply not justifiable for a
service organization with a large, geographically-dispersed customer base.
VSI provides SMOs with a network that can reach all customers while
maintaining a level of security associated with dedicated topologies. SMOs
can also leverage their customers existing ISP connections, resulting in
rapid installation and turn-up, and elimination of recurring line costs.

ADAPTIVE NATURE OF VSI

Due to the adaptive nature of the VSI infrastructure, it extends the
functionality of existing monitoring/management solutions because it
serves as the transport backbone for these applications by providing a
secure, virtual, point-to-point connection over the internet. In doing so,
the NOC achieves a seamless interaction between targets and network
management administrators, where only an authorized NOC technician
can monitor and access the defined customer targets.

VSI SECURITY ARCHITECTURE

As discussed earlier, traditional internet-based options, (like VPNs),
are often highly-complex and typically require a high level of skilled
expertise at the customer site, as well as only solving the transport por-
tion of a remote managed service. VSI takes the factoring of remote
connections complexity and its associated personnel cost out of the
equation by establishing dynamic, outbound, “push-based” connec-
tions from the customer site without opening a hole in the remote fire-
wall. These connections are policy-based and applied on-demand,
thereby eliminating the chance for human error. Additionally, after
completion of the service, all rules and policies are dynamically
removed, leaving no holes into the customer’s private network.

THE BUSINESS BENEFITS OF VSI

The CIOs and CFOs of equipment manufacturers, VARs, and MSPs
can support their business plans by utilizing VSI, raising internet-based
remote device support to a new level, a level that benefits both cus-
tomers and the SMO, assuring their on-demand service is provided in
the most efficient and secure method possible.
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FIGURE 1: VSI UTILIZES THE INTERNET AS A BACKBONE FOR NET-
WORK CONNECTIVITY



In summary, VSI meets all the criteria of the service management
organization’s business.

� Meets or exceeds existing service levels, due to its efficient use
of the internet.

� Meets or exceeds customer and internal and external governmental
compliance security requirements due to its highly secure transport
architecture and authentication methodology.

� Meets or exceeds the long-term expansion requirements of the
business model, due to the efficient manner in which the solution
scales, on an “as-needed” basis.

� Meets or exceeds financial requirements, due to the low cost of
the solution.  
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